
RATING SYSTEMS FOR FILMS

The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) film rating system is used in the United States and its territories to
rate a film's suitability for certain audiences .

The MPAA has consistently cited nationwide scientific polls conducted each year by the Opinion Research
Corporation of Princeton, New Jersey , which show that parents find the ratings useful. In Mutual v. Motion
picture content rating system From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Jump to navigation Jump to search A
motion picture content rating system is designated to classify films with regard to suitability for audiences in
terms of issues such as sex, violence, substance abuse, profanity, impudence or other types of mature content.
He felt that everyone understood what X-rated means, while fewer people understood what NC meant. In a
world of Rotten Tomatoes and Metacritic, actually reading whole written reviews and reflections has tragically
gone by the wayside for many people looking to critics for whether or not to see a film. A green title card
indicates the preview is safe for all viewers, while red is for mature audiences. Hollywood's Early Days The
first attempts at censoring movies were made by cities, not the film industry. The law was amended in as to
prohibit persons under the age of 18 only if the film was considered "harmful to minors". The rating block
features a more prominent rating descriptor box. A film may be produced with a particular rating in mind.
Breen and his team took to their work with zest. Its mission was to ensure that the movies depicted "correct
standards of life" and, studio executives hoped, to avoid the future threat of government censorship. The film
contained only mild profanity, but was rated PG because of a scene where drug paraphernalia were briefly
visible. Chicago and New York City in the early s both gave police the authority to determine what could and
could not be shown. He also called for the NC rating to be removed and have the X rating revived. Here are
some interesting links:. And in , the U. Movie ratings provide parents with advance information about the
content of movies to help them determine what movies are appropriate for their children at any age. He is not
necessarily a bad critic if he makes errors in judgment. The second part is a breakdown of the personal,
aesthetic, and spiritual dimensions of the film. New Yorker critic Pauline Kael echoed his criticism. A: Adult -
Admittance restricted to people 18 years of age or older. In the Maritimes and Manitoba , the child who is
accompanied must be 18 or over, and persons under 14 will not be admitted in a cinema. The new box places a
renewed emphasis on the descriptor to encourage parents to use this important information when making
movie choices for their families. Equivalent to either a G or a soft PG. In May , the MPAA changed the trailer
approval band from "for appropriate audiences" to "to accompany this feature", but only when accompanying
a feature film; for bands not accompanying a feature film, the text of the band remained the same. Six years
later, this was changed to anyone 17 and under, making 18 the new age requirement for these films. Any
nudity has to be nonsexual, and any swear words have to be used sparingly. PG -- "Parental Guidance
Suggested. The city council gave the chief of police the power to issue â€” or not issue â€” permits for the
exhibition of moving pictures. A PG movie can include a single use of what the board deems a "harsher,
sexually derived word," as long as it is only used as an expletive, not in a sexual context. Mutual Film
Corporation was a newsreel company that was getting annoyed by the fees and slow turn around time on what
they could show and couldn't show. Dickson filmed Carmencita, a Spanish dancer and maybe the first woman
to appear on film. The body that assigns these ratings is the Rating Board, located in Los Angeles. The movie
may have mildly strong language and some violence, but no substance use or physical abuse. In , "M" was
changed to "PG" Parental Guidance due to the confusing nature of the term "mature audiences. However, the
National Association of Theater Owners urged the creation of an adults-only category, fearful of possible legal
problems in local jurisdictions. When Jaws was released in , it was rated PG, despite the violence being too
much for young kids, but of course deemed not enough that it needed an R rating. Equivalent to either a hard
PG or a soft PG Rated X: No one under 17 admitted. In the s, a handful of filmmakers circumvented
Hollywood censors by releasing their films independently of the studio system. A rating can only be
overturned by a two-thirds majority vote. Submitting a film to the MPAA for a rating is voluntary; filmmakers
and distributors can and do release films without ratings. Moreover, Ebert argued that the rating system is
geared toward looking at trivial aspects of the film such as the number of times a profane word is used rather
than at the general theme of the film for example, if the film realistically depicts the consequences of sex and
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violence. James Rocchi has been a film critic and writer for more than two decades, writing for some of the
most prestigious entertainment media outlets.


